1 "dave's Neckliss" stands out among the Uncle Julius stories for a number of reasons, as readers have noted. It doesn't involve magic or conjuring, which is perhaps one reason for its omission from The Conjure Woman in 1899: in william Andrews' words, it "approaches the idea of a slave's metamorphosis [into a thing] from a subjective, psychological standpoint." 2 Rather than simply repeating an old tale, Uncle Julius himself plays an active role as the discoverer of dave's hanging body. The violent cruelty of slavery-at least partly concealed in earlier Uncle Julius stories-is unmistakable and immediate in "dave's Neckliss." And Chesnutt himself saw the story as different, perhaps the last of the Uncle Julius series, when he sent it to Albion Tourgée in a well-known letter of September 1889, announcing that I think I have about used up the old Negro who serves as mouthpiece, and I shall drop him in future stories, as well as much of the dialect. . . . I tried in this story to get out of the realm of superstition into the region of feeling and passion-with what degree of success the story itself can testify. 3 All of this has led most critics to treat "dave's Neckliss" as an important pivot or transitional moment in Chesnutt's early career, as he considered abandoning the plantation genre, with its sentimentalized stereotypes of blackness and the old South, in favor of fictional vehicles less oblique, more suited to a frontal assault on white prejudice and racial inequality. 4 In what follows we want to add one more observation to the catalogue of ways in which "dave's Neckliss" represented an important departure for Chesnutt. "dave's Neckliss" appears to us to be not only a vigorous, outraged, and particularly clear condemnation of slavery and its psychological effects, and not only a subtly manipulative performance of blackness for white readers, as eric Sundquist, henry B. wonham, and others have argued in different ways. 5 It is also a fully developed satirical allegory, Swiftean in its clarity and anger, in which Chesnutt engaged the relations of Christianity to race and racism, dramatizing through an elaborated pun the "curse of ham": the centerpiece of a scripturally-based thesis that lent biblical authority to antebellum white slaveholding, but that in the second half of the nineteenth century was also increasingly appropriated by African American churches and church leaders as a mark of God's covenant with American blacks.
Noah's Curse and dave's Punishment
what was the curse of ham (also known as "Noah's curse" and the "curse of Canaan")? The story is told in Genesis 9:18-27, where Noah and his three sons, Shem, ham, and Japheth, leave the ark following the flood (evidently with their families) and go forth to repopulate the earth. Noah planted a vineyard: And he drank of the wine, and was drunken, and he was uncovered within his tent. And ham, the father of Canaan, saw the nakedness of his father, and told his two brethren without. And Shem and Japheth took a garment, and laid it upon both their shoulders, and went backward, and covered the nakedness of their father; and their faces were backward, and they saw not their father's nakedness.
again briefly in 1901, in The Marrow of Tradition, where a minor character imagines coming racial catastrophe: "I may haf ter be anudder ham, an' sta't de cullud race all over ag'in'." 9 And for most readers of "dave's Neckliss," the associations of blackness, bondage, and ham (or ham) would have been quick and inevitable.
The simplest dimension of the political allegory of "dave's Neckliss" is thus hardly subtle, although most of the story's scholarly readers, with the exception of eric Sundquist, have drawn no connection between dave's bizarre punishment and the historical myth of ham. 10 In fact, Chesnutt's technique seems heavy-handed and on first reading cartoon-like: the "curse of ham," slavery itself as sanctioned by Judeo-Christian scriptural tradition, is simply represented as a collar, a chain, and a wire net sack enclosing a heavy ham, all swung from the neck of an innocent black man. There may be ways in which the narrative faintly echoes more specific aspects of the Genesis story; for example, dave's apparent initiating offense, whether it's understood as his alleged theft of ham or as his desire for dilsey (which spurs his rival wiley to the false accusation), may have something punning to do with the carnal knowledge that medieval commentators regularly discerned in ham's illicit view of Noah's nakedness. But the image's main function is not to evoke with precision the narrative complexity of the biblical story of Noah's curse; rather, it is to open an interrogation of that story's continued workings in the nineteenth century. And it begins to do so by using the familiar, but still striking technique of the rebus or pictograph.
we will note here in passing that this device, an important element of allegory, satire, and many jokes, was used by Chesnutt from early in his career. In "The Fall of Adam," for example, the semi-literate preacher elder Gainey understands Adam's fall as a literal tripping over the sun, at the end of a headlong flight across the cosmos from an angry "Lawd wid a big hick'ry in 'is han.'" 11 And, although here and elsewhere in the early work the use of the rebus was at least partly comical, when he published "The Goophered Grapevine" in the Atlantic and began the Uncle Julius series in 1887, Chesnutt had come to understand it as a potent tool in his critique of slavery: pictorialization-as the formal mechanism of conjure-became the governing trope of the plantation stories. Slaves were to their owners commodities like grapevines, or lumber, or mules (in the three Uncle Julius stories that preceded "dave's Neckliss"); through conjure's transformation they became those things, literal representations of their functions as possessions.
Like grapevines, lumber, and mules, dave's ham-which becomes his represented self-is also a commodity, a thing owned, consumed, and susceptible to theft, and in this respect Chesnutt was on familiar ground in "dave's Neckliss" as an anti-slavery story. But something else is going on as well. The ham's specific religious valence in a sense extends the tale's political reach, centrally implicating the discourse of Southern white Christianity in slavery. other minor narrative details support such a focused religious interpretation: for example, Julius tells the story to John and Annie on a quiet Sunday afternoon, when "our two women-servants had gone to a camp-meeting," and Chesnutt further links their Sunday ham to Christianity immediately and ostentatiously, as a feast (under Julius' longing gaze) "that would have appealed strongly to the appetite of any hungry Christian" (721).
Moreover and more importantly, of course, the core narrative itself of dave's punishment explicitly involves Christian knowledge and authority in ways completely foreign to the first three conjure stories, "The Goophered Grapevine," "Po' Sandy," and "The Conjurer's Revenge." 12 dave's distinguishing characteristic, what sets him apart from Chesnutt's other slave protagonists, is exactly his biblical literacy: taught to read the Bible by a "free nigger boy" (723), dave preaches to his fellow slaves. And he does so with the blessing of their owner, because what he preaches-the core of his scriptural knowledge-is simply obedience and servitude: "I l'arns fer ter love de Lawd en ter 'bey my marster," he tells Mars dugal (723). dave's Christian literacy, far from threatening the edifice of slavery, confirms it, reinforcing with an attractive fairy tale its brutal efficiency: "So dave 'mence' ter preach, en done de han's on de plantation a heap er good, en most on 'em lef' off dey wicked ways, en 'mence' ter love ter hear 'bout God, en religion, en de Bible; en dey done dey wuk better, en did n' gib de oberseah but mighty little trouble fer ter manage 'em." (724) Not liberation at all, but the rationalization of one's chains: Chesnutt here presents a sardonic historical diagnosis not too far from that of his contemporary Nietzsche. And when the fairy tale fails-when human desire (for ham or for dilsey) tears the veil of Christian submissiveness-another face of religion, the invidious racism of Noah's curse itself, binds dave's black body, its blackness the inescapably visible mark of its ordained and essential servitude, in more literal shackles. "It wuz de las' thing he seed at night, en de fus' thing he seed in de mawnin'," Julius says of the ham. "w'eneber he met a stranger, de ham would be de fus' thing de stranger would see" (728).
Turning to (a) ham: Chesnutt's historical Moment
To this point we have argued simply that in "dave's Neckliss," in addition to pointing up slavery's inhumanity (as he had done in the earlier, perhaps gentler Uncle Julius tales), Chesnutt alludes in an obvious way to a well-known old Testament story, and that he does so in order to underscore with some swift and mammoser  Essays bitterness the way in which Christianity, a generation or more in the past, had offered ideological sustenance to a slave-based culture. But it's important also to acknowledge that Chesnutt invariably understood his literary-political project in terms of his historical present, that he wrote not so much to attack slavery itself (which was, after all, twenty years gone by the mid-1880s) as to further the continuing cause of black equality in American society. As early as 1880 he had confided in his journal that "If I do write, I shall write for a purpose, a high holy purpose," to undo that "unjust spirit of caste which is so insidious as to pervade a whole nation. . . . I consider this a barrier to the moral progress of the American people, and I would be one of the first to head a determined, organized crusade against it."
13 As a result, Chesnutt wrote always as a vigorous partisan in the specific social and legal confusion that followed Reconstruction, responding with an insistent, uncompromising affirmative to what he called, in an unpublished political essay that occupied him across the early months of 1889, "the Negro question which addresses itself to the white people of the United States at the present moment. . . . 'Shall the Negro . . . individually, enjoy equally with the white man, individually, the full measure of an American citizen's public rights?'" 14 Re-contextualizing "dave's Neckliss" in the specific history of the postslavery and post-Reconstruction struggle for black equality allows us to understand more fully how and why dave claims and internalizes his punishment, his ham-identity, and to hear in his story not only Chesnutt's condemnation of the white racist uses of Noah's curse, but also his anxiety over black Americans' own acts of cultural/political self-definition at the end of the nineteenth century. For in the years following the Civil war, as African Americans struggled to discover a functional human identity in a culture that had permitted them none, leaders of black Christian churches (the vital, influential centers of black community, as Chesnutt knew well) turned increasingly to embrace the thesis of Negro or African hamitic descent: apparently to claim for themselves, that is, the very "cursed" racial status that had been used a generation earlier to justify their enslavement.
The black re-reading of ham's story, an affirmative reading in which to be a "child of ham" might be a blessing rather than a curse, has a complicated and not always consistent history. It had begun to emerge before emancipation, as black Christian scholars, preachers, and evangelists sought a significant genealogy and role for dark-skinned people in divine history. hamitic descent provided such a genealogy, for although ham's posterity (or Canaan's) might have been cursed by Noah, it remained nonetheless of the lineage of Adam and thus ultimately of God. Moreover, ham's children, like their more favored cousins, were open to the possibilities of New Testament salvation. As Gayraud wilmore puts it, the revisionist interpreters of Genesis 9 "sought . . . to reverse the significance of the passage by emphasizing the previous fulfillment of Noah's malediction and the fact that the regenerative and elevating power of the gospel superseded the judgment of the old Testament." 15 The dark races had been cursed, had been enslaved as Noah prophesied; but now, in the second half of the nineteenth century and in the redemptive dispensations of Christian history, they might also be the vehicles of God's glorious will, his latest chosen people. Thus from the 1860s to the turn of the century, in a stream of sermons, reports, pamphlets, and books, black religious leaders explored one or another version of this positive hamitic thesis, often drawing upon the prophetic promise of Psalms 68: 31-"Princes shall come out of egypt; ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands unto God"-as a sign that the future of Christianity lay with ham's children themselves.
16 Black theology's enthusiastic hamitic identification crested perhaps in the 1880s and 1890s. Theophus Smith quotes the haitian African Methodist episcopal Church Bishop James T. holly in 1884: "This crowning work of the will of God is reserved for the millennial phase of Christianity, when ethiopia shall stretch out her hands directly unto God. 
The obvious difficulty, however, was that ham represented the antithesis of being people of God. Claiming hamitic identity meant accepting the significations of deviance and sin that were encoded upon ham and ham's descendants. 20 And in practice this meant for some black American Christians participating in Christianity's disparagement (and literal oppression) of "heathen," including unconverted black Africans; and it meant internalizing a white mythology that condemned one's own unregenerate African-ness, one's inextricably entwined associations with those "significations of deviance and sin." It might mean, in short, adopting as one's own a profound cultural rage against blackness itself. This, then, was the historical moment in which Chesnutt created the allegory of "dave's Neckliss." we believe that for him, as for Johnson, black Christianity's enthusiasm for ham must have seemed at best problematic, a severely compromised ticket of entry into American society. At worst, it would have seemed to Chesnutt not merely paradoxical but potentially suicidal: in the very moment of liberty, a voluntary re-assumption of superstition's chains. Such a re-assumption is of course the central plot device of "dave's Neckliss"; freed from his literal fetters, dave enters into a kind of totemic relationship with his absent ham, replete with images of religious ritual:
The ritual culminates in full identification-"did yer knowed I wuz turnin' ter a ham, Julius?" (730)-and finally dave's suicide in the smokehouse, couched punningly by Julius, as wonham has noted, 21 as an attempt at "kyo" or cure: as if some resolution were possible to the intolerable paradox of ham-(or ham-) identification:
"den I knowed how it all happen'. dave had kep' on gittin' wusser en wusser in his mine, 'tel he des got ter b'lievin' he wuz all done turnt ter a ham; en den he had gone en built a fier, en tied a rope roun' his neck, des lack de hams wuz tied, en had hung hisse'f up in de smoke-'ouse fer ter kyo." (732) "ham is here," too, at the end of a rope. dave's tragedy offers a caustic cautionary alternative to the enthusiasms of Bishops holly, hood, Arnett, and others who would assume for American blacks the outcast identity of ham.
The Color Line and Fables of Restriction
Chesnutt was still a young writer in 1889. he turned thirty-one that June, between the appearance of "The Conjurer's Revenge" and "dave's Neckliss," and he was rapidly bringing into focus the methods and subject matter that would inform his mature productions of the next fifteen years. his humanitarian political project-the critique of the "unjust spirit of caste"-demanded now that he move beyond simple humor and local color, the genres that had admitted him to popular and then to highbrow periodical publication. And he began to recognize with some clarity that his realest subject matter could not be, as he had thought it might in 1880, simply the ways of black folk, the "many things about the Colored people which are peculiar, to some extent, to them, and which are interesting to any thoughtful observer." 22 Rather, it would be the "color line" itself, the obscure line of demarcation across an intricate web of legal and traditional fictions (of which the curse of ham was only one) that created human beings as white or black, empowering the one, brutalizing the other. And it would be the tragedies, ironies, and occasional acts of humanity that occurred along the color line.
we can see Chesnutt's emerging analytical interest in restrictive or even fatal fables of identity in much of his writing of 1889: in "dave's Neckliss," as we have argued here, but also in the roughly contemporaneous story "The Sheriff's Children," the first of those collected in 1899 in The Wife of His Youth and Other Stories of the Color Line, a "tragic incident," he told Tourgée in the letter from which we have quoted, "not of slavery exactly, but showing the fruits of slavery." 23 In a May Independent essay, "what is a white Man?," he had examined states' "black laws," mapping the very "line which separated freedom and opportunity from slavery or hopeless degradation." 24 Also in May he published a bizarre comical anecdote in Puck, "A Fatal Restriction," in which a German immigrant, disconsolate at his discovery in the Constitution that only natural-born citizens may be U. S. President, hangs himself with the American flag.
25 what these productions of 1889 have in common is a fascination with the systematization or classification of human identity itself, through the formative narratives of law, politics, religion, science-and with the cultural prison-house that these narratives produced.
Such stories-myths of origin like the curse of ham or Adam's fall, legal fictions like the "black laws," scientific fables like the racist determinism satirized in the 1900 Uncle Julius story "A Victim of heredity"-were all finally for Chesnutt the discourse of the "realm of superstition" that he proposed to abandon in the letter to Tourgée in 1889. In "dave's Neckliss" swift and mammoser  Essays he was writing instead-or trying to write-in the "region of feeling and passion": a more abstract, austere place, the terrain of his admired Voltaire, 26 of Swift, or of Twain, where passion rose fiercely from a clear-eyed perception of injustice and human folly. In taking this stance, one skeptical step back from the delusions that he knew supported most human social experience, Chesnutt was in effect beginning to renounce the ethno-category of race itself. By 1903 he could write to Booker T. washington, angrily contesting washington's willingness to countenance myths of African/Negro inferiority and to compromise on black voting rights:
The question with which, in principle, we have to deal, is not the question of the Negro race; what the black race has or has not been able to do in Africa should no more enter into the discussion of the Negro's rights as a citizen, than what the Irish have not done in Ireland should be the basis of their citizenship here. we are directly concerned with the interests of some millions of American citizens of more or less mixed descent, whose rights are fixed by the Constitution and laws of the United States; nor am I ready yet to accept the doctrine that those constitutional rights are mere waste paper. 27 The renunciation of racial myth was perhaps not without cost for Chesnutt, who was in 1903 near the end of his publishing career, although not his "crusade" for justice. his vision of a superstition-free democracy of rational individuals, liberated from the narrative burdens of history (African, Irish, or otherwise), was not only impossibly removed from the reality of most black Americans' experience at the end of the nineteenth century, as American society descended from the promise of Reconstruction into Jim Crow. one suspects (and the marginal, quietly disappointed characters of his later fictions, the mixed-race dwellers along the color line, bear this observation out) that it also necessitated for Chesnutt a condition of cultural singularity and loneliness-as, ruthlessly denying himself the consolations of community mythologies or "superstitions," he struggled to focus what he believed to be post-racial eyes on a grotesquely, unjustly racialized world.
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